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PRES~ CONFERENCE OF GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN 

HeJ.Cl January 15, 1974 

Reported by 

Beverly D. toms, CSR 

(This rough transcript of the nress conference is furnished 

ti") the members of the Capitol Press corps for their convenience 

only. Because of the need to get it to the press as rapidly as 

oossible after the cl"')nference, no corrections are made and there is 

no guaranty of absolute accuracy.) 

---000--

GOVERNOR REAGAN: r~re have some visitors this morning. 
O)e.N./ 

Mrs. Alma eburst and ,,•ho is the journalism instructor at the 

Contra Costa Colleae in San Pablo, a cl<::.£;s of 20 jouraalism class 

there. And, incicentally, they have q0t to be regular visitors. 
0.6.er.11t.f 

Mrs. ~ bri11""S her class here and 'has for the last several years 

at least once ~ach year. I have an ovF.minq statement. 

(~'·'hereupon Governor Fe2gc..:i reaa Press Release No. ?.7.) 

Q Governor, '.117hat proml);:(~d you to 1r:ake the statement now? 

Was it Lieutenant Governor I';.~inecke 's comments that \tl.iere reported 

last week about his urging the sun,..,ort --

A No, no, ana let me just say lf~ith regard to that, that I've 

had b,,o Lieutenant Governors ~urinq my term in office, anc it 

just se~ms to be a habit of the nolitical orocess that from the 

first aay in office there seems to be a ~esire to indicate that the 

Governor ana the Governor a :re at oC!ds lf'i th each other ano 

remains nnchanqec and on the souna and goor'I cordial basis it ah'ays 

has been, but you yourselves have frequently asked me in press 

con.fe:;::once.s: and tJ:~~-s is the first one in consiClerable ti.me, and 

we a~:-·,., ... q,;tt:Lr\g cla;:;er to that -- that date, but yol!t've asked me 
/ 

whe~her I wuuld remain neutral or ~."7hether I ~"oul0 take stanfls. And 

increasinqly some of you just in indivi~ual cnntacts have brought up, 
t;:>n~ ) 

''7cl1; am! going to take a stand in this race or the other, but ai_so 

it 1 s been coming in from -- from the necole themselves, these 

inquiries. J.\nd so th i .. s was based th:is statement is based on 

the fact that I have sent a letter to Gordon Luce, the State Reoublican 

Chairman stating this very thing, that I believe the best Pervice 

I can be is to continue ''"hat I've done in every election so far, is 
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to remain totally n~~tral. And I have none tL __ .: in all Drimaries 

since I've been Governor. 

Q Governor, does this a,..,ply to your staff as well" 

A Yes. Yes, it Cloes. .1>.nd I have ask.en them to observe that. 

0 Has the Li ~g~~!:!,s~!1,~~G'2Y~~ asked you for SU'r::;>l'OJj;_J n 

the primary? 

A Nn. As a matter cf fact, he is in comoeete sympathy '''ith 

this and always has been. He's kno1·'n fr'"'m the first day that 11e 

ever talked about runninq for Governor that I ,,,ou ld be -- have ti"") be 
.r· 

neutral in the nrimary. 

O Then l•'hY '•'ould he say something like he 0 id, if you "1ere 

smart you'd sunnort him? 

A TPell, there are other news sbories that seem to indicate 

a -- 0ifferent things. Thinqs that -- t11at did not put that 

emphasis on the one Particular story. So -- you can ask him as 

to what his attitude is. 

O Governor --

O Governor, dldn 't you sometime earlier sort cf leave the 

door open for Possible ryrimary endforsement if youthought it was 

needec'l? 

A Yes, I Clia. This was one of the reasons I felt a responsi-

bility t'" you to come in here and make t~is statement. I said at 

one time that I ~as qoing to leave -- that ~~ile I said I felt that 

/ "" #"' I would be neutral, if vou will recall I said at the same time I 

,/ / ~ '''as aoing to leave the coor open, that i;in the interim something 

aeveio~ea that I thought I could serve the ryarty better by aaking 

a stano, I ~1oultl do s0. And I wantea to leave that option there. 

And nothing has happenec anc1 I believe that the time has come nm·i 

t0 clear the air and make it pJ ain ,,1hat I'm qoinq to do. 

O Governor, you saic the Lieutenant Governor hac not asked for .. 

your endorsement. 
/ 

asked you? 

Have any of the nrosnective orimarv candidates 

A No, no, an~ others -- young men in our a~ministration that 

have talkea about runninq for office, have come to see me and the 

first thinq -- and I've encouraqed them, I've told them this, that 

I think they are the kinn of men that shoulCI be running for nublic 

office, anc in each case -- anfl they will testify I have told them, 

they understand, of course, that no matter ho~.1 miqhly I regard them 

~,·ith reqarfl to their service in the jobs that they have been holflina, 
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,, 
that I am neutral in the primary. 

Q Ha~ny other candidate, particularly the Controller, asked 

you not tn endorse? 

A No, none of them have discussec this. All of them, I 

think, have taken it for granteCI that this is the -- what I woulCI 

do. 

Q Governor, Clio members of your staff ciscourage Mr. Kehoe 

from his intenti~n to run for Controller? 

A If they di0 I didn't know anythinq about it. I doubt it. 

9 Governor, what about Lieutenant Reinecke's statement that 

you would be -- that vou'd -- you'd be weakening your orosnective 

bi& for Presi8ent in 1976 unless you aron~a your sta~d for 

neutrality in the race for Republican nomination for Governor? 

A Well, however that was written, or whatever it was "'as said, 

I know the Lieutenant Gnvernor 'ha.;; as3m:ea me that he was in a 

conversation having to flo ·wi~:h -- th1solidarity of the oarty, 

narticularly in the nresent climate in '7~, ana that it Clid not 

he aid not intend that tn me~~ that I should be in any ~av involved 

in the primary or violate ne--.xtrality. 

Q r·'ell, Governor, nevertheless, whet1:her he intended it or not, 

it came out that v1ay. Do you feel he was -- it wa~taken out of , 

context? 

None of you rea~ the other story. There ia a UPI story 

out that seems quite contrary to the one you refer to. 

O Have you seen the Lieutenant Governor since those stories 

weiee published? 

A Yes, just left him a little Phile ago. 

Q Have you talke~ to him about it? 

A Yes. 

Q l1·7hat did he say? 

A same thing he's already saia, we have no aifference of 

oninion on this. 

Q Did he say he was misquoted or anything that l,.•as printed 

m:ght have been mislea<ling? 

A He said that in the general discussion that this was not the 

point that he was intending to make. That the point he was intend-

ing to make was that obviously if -- if I were going to be involved 

in a camnaign in 1976, and he didn't know '•'hebher I was or n0t, that 

that if I was that a good solid Renublican oarty and a unifieCl narty, 
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Republican narty, ,, 1a be of benefit then. 1 ohvinuslv it 

would be. 

Q Governor, ~o you say you ~ould support him? 

A No. 

Q Governor, no'" that you rais~the question, will you be in 

the £2!li~~tt_ in_l21§.? 

A Squire, that's too early to say. I'm --

(Lauqhter) 

A As I have said before, I've qot about ll more months to 90 

now to -- to cnncentrate on \<1hat we have to Clo here, and that's 

v•hat I'm going to Clo. 

I 
Q Governor, along th~same line, why "lasn 't the £gn£Llli~ 

for Assemblyman Jerry Lewis not helil in a local hotel last night and 

instea0 at your resi0ence? 

A tPell, they askeCI me if th~y could hold it at the resi_Clence 

anCI I ,,,,as very p&aased to c0operc:;::e and tn -- to Clo that. And I 

see nothinq wrong ~ith it. 

O You see no -- ,,ihat is your reaction to the issue tl'iat it 

may be improner to hold an event like that, inviting lobbyists, 

specifically, in a state-suoported resiaence? 
-"-~"'4'M""'-~'0."""""''~""'''~""'~"•/--~--.w-'---"~--"fre"~---·"''''""~"~-~;...~.h~..,,,_-,~•~~----·~'.:,<~.-,-__,, 

A Pell, I was not responsible for the 9uest list. I kne,,• that 

it ~as a fund raiser in connection with the party. 

Governor is automatically the lea~er of his party. And I think it 

might be interestinq for some of you bo check back and find out if 

this was a new and unheard of thing. I don't think it was. I 

think you will find that it's been customary even when the state had 

a state-owned mansion instead of just renting a house for the 

Governor to live in. That is my home. I don't think there is 

any restriction in the constitution on who I invite or allow into 

my home. 

Q Do you think it is proper, though? Would you support that 

sort of thing at any other state building? 

A 
#'"'¢/ 

Well, I think when you get into these state offices and 
#'" ./ state buildings now -- I donAt know what the policy might be on 

that. I doubt if it would be for -- for partisan affairs unless 

it was open to both and to all parties to do the same thing, but 

I wouldn't see a particular need for that. I doubt if there 

would be anything that -- where there would be an appropriate state 

building for tbat. But I think you have to recognize that while 
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the state is supposed to provide housing for the Governor, that is 

his home. That is his residence. I don't think the state 1ays, 

11Well, we will provide the home but we will tell you who you can 

have in your home. 0 

Q By the way, Governor, what's the status of building a~ 

J!Ll!~!!.2~ That's kind of slowed down, hasn • t it? 

A No, no, it was slowed down, but then when we didn't find any 

arrowheads, to speak of, why --

{Laughter) 

A It's back on the on schedule al€hough several months 

behind schedule, because of that unnecessary delay. But the 

architects are -- as a matter of fact, I have a meeting with them 

today, with regard to preliminary plans that they want to show. 

Q Going back to that party, Governor, did your research 

find that actually there were oth·:ir times -- can you be specific 

A I haven't pinned it d .. )wn to any -- there's been general 

conversation of people who h:=>:'le bet~n c:round longer than I have that 

this was mo re or less a r0'!.:4ti:1e thing and -- in times past. And 

that would mean the mansion over there, but I don't know for a fact 

that nor have I bothered to find that out. Young lady. 

Q I heard about a meeting that you had wit1:1 young people yes-

terday where you told them theij"should carefully look at the kind 
.... 

of morality involved with the ~~rga~~~scandal and yet a year ago 

you told me that everybody had in their campaign staff somebody who 

was involved in wiretapp~ng or conspiracy. 

your mind? 

A No, I haven't ahanged my mind any. 

Why have you changed 

T~e young people asked 

me the question of what effect I thought this would have and they 

specified on a party. And I tried to elaborate on what I thought 

the general effect would be and the hope that the re might be some 

good out of this. That the Watergate certainly is not the 

first of the idea of a laxity with regard to our reaction to campaign 

shenanigans in the past, and that maybe this would be a good thing 

to finally jolt us into realizing the seriousness of the privilege 

of voting and that maybe out of this would come a new attitude on 

the part of the people to politics in general, and to not being as 

tolerant as people have been. And not just now, but back through 
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the past. A citizen has had a tendency to say, oh, that 's politics 

and dust it off. And, as a matter of fact, I can hark back to 

some 1966 campaign speeches when I said then that we should cure 

that. That we shouldn't say it is excusable because it is politics. 

That we should have even a more stringent requirement for this just 

as we do for certain professions. I think we ask more in ethical 

conduct of a clergyman or a doctor than we do of some other 

occupations. 

Q But ore year ago you were dusting it off. ·why the change 

of mind? 

A No, I don't think I was ever dusting it off. No. 

Q Also, in Shasta County there is a newly created SUpElrior 

Court position. Have you decided who you are going to fill that 

with? It is in Shasta County. 

A I couldn't hear the first. 

Q 

Shasta County. Have you decided who you are going to fill that 

with? 

A No, we have not made a de&ision as yet. 

Q Are you thihktng about anybody in particular? 

A Well, in the Superior Court, no, I'll have to explain 
the 

the process to you. I tried/first months I was up here to take 

the ~in-t:meE!: .... 2~~ out of the political influence and be 

political appointees, and I couldn't get that through the legislature, 

but I have been doing it voluntarily. We submit all names that are 

proposed for judges to a series of cmmmittees, including laymen, 

t'h:e local bar, the judiciary and the state board of Governors. 

And back come these separate committee ratings of these individuals. 

And we then get a -- a sheet that gives their ratings across the 

board. Am we have been appointing those who ar~chosen at the 

highest level by those various committees. We have indeed taken 

it out of the area of politics. 

Q Which ones are you recommending? Bhat ones that have 

reached the top are you recommending? 

A Well, we haven•t had the meeting on that yet. I don't 

know that all the returns are in, because see, one name will come 

in at one time, subsequently another name, and i~mediately you send 

them out to these committees for that screening, and you don't 

have the meeting then until you know that all the names that have 
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been submitted that you have the ratings back v ••• 

Q Governor, the technical advisers to Judge Sirica reported 

to him this morning that there had bee~etween 5 and 9 erasures 

within that 18 minute section in one of the subpoenaed ~~;-!!,~ 

tapes. Does that in any way make you somewhat suspicious of Rose-

mary 

A I don't understand. I thought that the whole 18 minutes 

was simply erased on the tape and replaced by a tone. 

Q Apparently the experts, though, looked at it and found that 

there were erasures and even they say rereco:~ings within the 18 

minutes. 

A Well, all I know is that just recently an expert in that 

field, the head of an audio-visual company here in California, took 

the exact same kind of device ~- this was reported in the press 

took the exact same kinS of device and revealed where, how 

accidentally, with the foot pedal~ you can in twelve seconds erase 

18 minutes of tape exactly. I don't know, I'm not an expert. 

Q Governor, in the Watergate discussion with the young people 

yesterday you said something to the effect that hopefully out of this 

people will be more careful in making selections of people for office. 

Or people they put into government jobs in the future. What did 

you mean by that? 

A Well, no --

Q Is that a reflection on anyone who is --

A No, again we have to review the bidding with the original 
"'#"".h"~~;t;:&P,, 
~l~·t.Gn. In the entire discussion of this with the young people, 

if you will recall, also, I cited and used the WiU Rogers' quote that 

the people in government are no better and no worse than the people 

who send them there. And I also pointed out that -- that too 

often treelectorate turns away and thinks that they are showing 

a disapproval of things political by staying away from}he polls. 

And this is not the way to solve the problem. And I used the 

example of a school board election recently, not too far away, when 

only 5.7 per cent of the voters turned out. Now, I would like to 

know how 94.3 per cent of the voters have any right to complain about 

that school or the nanagement of this school, what happens in that 

school, when they missed their chance to vote in the board 

school board election. And so I meant that there is no substitute 

in our system, I think it is the best system that's ever been devised 
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in man's social stru~-ure and it's proven that i_ has a verility 

that can withstand the nitpicking and the harrassment and the things 
! 

that go wrong better than any system ever devised. But tre one 

thing that the founding father could not provide was a substitute 

for the people • It is a government of, by and for the people. 

.And that 11 of" is particularly important. It means that the 

people cannot leave political decisions to someone else or the 

They have got to take the time and trouble 

to be aware of the iss.es, to understand the issues and then to make 

the decision on candidates. And most of what is wrong today, with 

our political system, is that these decisions are made by people who 

too often go to the polls without a knowledge of what is at issue 

and what the candidates stand for. .And beyond that those others 

who don't go to the polls at all and seem proud of that fact. 

Marler's name been entered i:1.to this process? And if he makes tbe 

cut would you appoint him? 

ED MEESE: §overno~e we have traditionally not mentioned 

any names until they are finully appointed. 

A Never have. 

Q Governor, somewhat by the same analogy, on~hat -- on that 

question, then do you think that it was improper then for the -- for 

the Control of the Presidential elect campaign last year to be in 

the hands of a committee under the President rather than within the 

party? 

A Oh, I don't think there is anything new of that -- about 

that. Outside the 

party organization. You cooperate, you work with them when you can. 

I've -- both campaigns I've had my own organizatinn outside of the 

party structure. You have to if you are going to be involved in 

the primary, you have to have such a structure because in Califormia 

at least the state party structure cannot participate in the sense 

of endorsing or participating with regard to candidates -- individual 

candidates. And it would be pretty late to start after the primary. 

And turn it all over to them. 

Q Governor, how could W~tergate have been prevented by a 

more alert electorate? 

A Well, I Buppose if you are going to get down to try and take 

a specific of that kind, I'll have to sit down and write a 
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script for that. ~\ was talking about an att.:",lde--a lax attitude 

that has persisted long before Watergate, that goes back through 

Bobby Baker and Billy Sol Estes and the Tammany Hall in New York, 

and Hage Machine in New Jersey, and Daley, and before that the 

Kelly-Nash Machine in Chicago, and I think that all of those things 

took place because of the willingness of people to go their way and 

let George do it. 

Q Was that true of voters in' •72, five months after the 

WateEs~~e~break-in was revealed, still voting for the President? 

Do you think that's an example of the same thing? 

A Well, I 6on't know. I have often said I'm not going to go 

back on a statement that I mad~before, that I can't recall a Presi-
l 

dential election in many years in which the philosophies, the issues 

were as clearly defined as they were in this one. You had t'IAO 

opposing camps as to issues, and I thought the people didn't really 

make so much of a decision or chc~ce of a man as they did they 
~ 

voted against the almost revolut:ic::;~ and reconcept of our American 

system that was presented by the McGovern campaign. 

Q 
,,,~ 

Governor, do you think Watergate was no worse than any of 

those other cases that yo~~entioned in terms of political 
i 

corrupt{on and scandal? 

A I'm not going to get into that game. 

Q But you keep equating -- every time you are asked about 

Watergate you say this has been going on all along, as if this is 

really nothing different. And that doesn't make it right. And 

I'm not going to get into an answer to }{)Ur question because I think _ 

that it is just as dishonest to steal a dime as it is a dollar. 

Q Governor, what is your reaction to Secretary of State 

Brown's suggestion that the state take back its tideland oil lands 

and go into the o~J,~~}2u§ines~£ 

A Well, I liked him better when he was picking up arrowheads. 

(Laughter) 

A I think it shows a great ignorance of our system. I think 

it is a very naive thin~ for him to propose, and I don't think that 

the state should be getting into competition with the private sector 

in any field, and is this to suggest that if there is trouble in 

the automobile industry that the state ought to jump in and start 

manufacturing automobiles? First of all, when I say ignar ance of 

our system, I don't think that what he's proposing could be done 

under California law and constitution. 
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Q Governor, ±n·your state of the State address you suggested 

that the ~~!'.~E~f~,.~~;,,~_'t;:,~~~,,,~,~,,~~,~,~,£~ be made a ~.~:l'3!E:!:i.~ office. 

Does that have anything to do with the fact that Mr. Brown is the only 

Democrat who holds the constitutional office? 

A No, it has to do with the fact that he himself has brought 

this out in the last several months. He brought it out~ he's 

milked it. And that is the}idea of the new laws, the new regulations 

with regard to campaign reporting, campaign practices and so forth 

that the Secretary of state's office is in charge of, the supervising 

of -- of those campaign practices. Now, with that emphasis on that 

office, to supervise elections, partisan elections between a major 

and whatever the third and fourth parties there are, it would seem 

to me that t~ character of the off ice has changed and in order to 

do that and avoid any possibility of confrlct of interest or of bias 

and partisanship in supervising those compaign tactics, it should be 
where 

a non-partisan office,/il!:ux t:.e man could stand above the gray and judge 

each party equally. Now, as you know, we have had criticisms 

recently and particularly w::_:;~1 regard to Proposition 1, and some other 

campaign things, that there has not been an even-hand~d administering 

of the -- of the laws from that office. 

Q Why did you also suggest that other officials witb not 

partisan duties, such as you say the Attorney General, also be non-
,,,,, 

partisan off ice? 

A No, I dich't suggest that because the same thing doesn't 

prevail. They are not involved in partisan activities, supervising 

elections, supervising campaign contributions and the reporting of 

campaign contributions and such. The Attorney General, for example, 

is traditionally the Governor's lawyer. And the other constitutional 

offices having to do with the Treasury and the Controller's office, 

they don't have anything to do with the elections, so there wasn't 

any reason to make those if you went that route, then you might 

as well say the Governor should be non-partisan, too, and then you 

end the two party system. 

Q You in Proposition 1 you said your hugget is following 

the guidelines of that. But in Proposition 1 you suggested 

a permanent reduction in tnc~me tax. This isn't in your budget. 

Are you going to propose it or what? 

A No, it was voted down by the people. Right now, very frankly, 

the reason we haven't proposed that in legislation is because since 
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that time tra energ-' · crisis l -- now th~money i& ~here, the surplus 

is there that would have been used in that tax cut, but I -- I am 

willing to wait now to make sure that we don't run into an emergency. 

Q But the energy crisis was brought up when ~~~~! .. !i.£!!. 1 was 

in there and some people, including Alan Post, said it wouldn't 

/ J • "'" work because of the coming energy crisis. Does that mean Prop. 1 

woulan•t have worked? 

A Yes, Prop. 1 would have worked, and our present budget 

indicates it. And our money is ~here and everything would have 

taken place exactly as it has taken place if Prop. 1 passed. But, 

first of all, I don't believe with the majority we have in the 

legislature there is any chance in getting the -- that tax cut. 

That was one of the reasons the leadership was opposed to it. But 

too -- the money is bhere. It could have provided for that tax 

cut. 
wt,,./ 

0 Governor, Senator Biddle :;-:1.ans to fight your appoint --

C!EE.QJEJ::!!!~ni~ .. ~.tE.. the State Air Re:.;·:ic:.::ces Board the four new appoint

ments you made last month, on the grounds that they possibly aren't 

qualified under law and that he says they were appointed merely 

to obtain a particular decision on the '66-70 car license --

Could you comment on why you made that much of a change and --

A Yes, I look forward to talking to Senator Biddle about that. 

I can understand his concern. He repree6~,ts a district that has 

a very great problem. Geographically, that area over there gets 

all the air pollution from Orange and Los Angeles Counties and piles 

up against the mountains and they live in it until the wind comes 

along and blows it away. So E know the concern and I think we all 

share that concern. But the board situation is -- has not been fairly 

portrayed. First of all, I was faced with three resignations, and 

some of those resigning, Dr. Haagen-Smit, for a long time had intended 

to retire. He'd stayed on longer than he intended to and some of those 

retiring suggested that they felt this was a· time now for a reorganiza-
.{/ 

tion of the board. A fourth member's term had come up, had expired. 

The individual was -- no one was fired. This person's term had 

expired and long before the whole matter of the energy crisis had come 

this individual had been warned or advised -- I shouldn't put it 

as a warning -- advised that very possibly might not be reappointed 

and this is true of many other boards. If you notice that we we 

do make changes in personnel. So we went forward with this. I 
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have never spoken t0 che board with -- to any o~ these members 

individually with regard to what their course of action might be. 

I think there was there's been question for a long time and 

we have had numerous meetings about the smog control devices, their 

effectiveness, whetter we were moving too fast or not. 

went ahead with them and they still will go forward. 

and be applied to cars when they change ownerships. 

We finally 

They will apply 
,,fl 

Anyone trading 

I " in an old car, from '66 to '70 period, before it can be resold it 

must have one of these devices put on it. The only thing that we 

held up on because of the energy crisis was the plan to go forward 

making every one -- while they prese~tly own the car, install one and 

that has only been a delay. This was done by the board on its own. 

But there was no tie-in of any kind. I was faced with making three 

appointments, whebher I wanted to or not, by three resignations and 

the resignations were, as I say, for various personal reasons. None 

of them involved wmth any policy dispute. 

Q On that fourth one, are you aware that the members of the Ai~ 

Resources Board do not serv1;; term ~EJ?S:»~E:T.:tI'lent:c:::;, they serve the 

pleasure of the Governor and can be removed at any time? So her 

appointment did not run out. 

ED MEESE: All of the appointments were vacated at this 

point as far as the reorganization and then each one was reviewed. 

It is not a term appointment, but it was -- all positions were vacated. 

Q Then why specifically did you replace Mrs. Mead, the one who 

did not hand in~er resignation? 

A For the reason that I told you, we were going ahead with three 

new members, we felt that it was time -- just as some of them in 

going out had recommended to us, a total reorganization of the board, 

so we did .. 

Q Are you --

A Hnd we have done this before with other boards. 

Q When you were asked about the board several months ago you 

were asked at a press conference what you thought about their record~ 

You thought they had done a pretti(good job. 

A I do, I think that we have been th{most fortunate state 

in the union to have Dr. Haagen-Smit as the Chairman of that board, 

and it wasn't through my choice or desire that Dr. Haagen-Smit decided 

be'd come to the end of the line. 

0 Governor, in light of what some of th~~il companies are 

saying as far as reserves on hand, fuel reserves on hand, are you 
--, ') -



/ . 

having any second do ... .ots that the ~9Y~~~12.!~ ... s as serious a's 

they say it is? 

A No. No, I haven't. As you know, last May we~eld a state
; 

wide seminar here with the best input that we could in the round-

"" tabling of this. More than a year ago we had a seminar and a 

report to us by the best experts in the field at the National 

Governor• s Conference. We have had such a demonstration here 

and by some of the same people before our own cabinet. And it's 

been known for a number of years that two things were happening. 

one was a vast increase in consumption. But the other was a 

decline. Now, just in the years that we have been here we have 

vastly increased in California the need to import energy and fuel into 

California. And there has been a decrease in our own production. 

And these two things coming together were giving us the picture of 

an increasing problem. Now, what really happened to that, maybe it 

was in a way a favor to us, beca·:J.r:: .. ::i youtfouldn 't get much public 
.J 

attention as long as you could still go in and get your tank filled 

with gas, it didn't do too much good to say to people each year we 

are getting more in trouble and up here, two or three years from now, 

we are going to be in teal trouble. The real troulble came earlier 

than that, simply because the Arabs cut off the oil supply and that 

precipitated the emergency quicker. In just a few years, if 

the Arabs -- let me put it this way, if we don't find some of the 

same answers we are talking about now, even if the Arabs start 

shipping the oil tomorrow, we still are facing an energy crisis that 

by ~- within the next ten years is going to find us in a situation 

like England is, right today. So the energy crisis is for real. 

Q Governor, back to your Proposition 1, and the ~udget. You 

say that the money is there for the tax cut that Proposition 1 would 

have called for., With a seven and a half per cent income tale 

reduction you have got something like $105 million surplus, not 

counting federal revenue sharing money -- you say that would -

and that -- and Alan Post says that doesn't count for any increase 

in welfare costs because of the energy crisis, you are saying that 

that would have covered that income tax cut that the Proposition 1 

would have called for? 

VERNE ORR: Governor, the combination of $105 million in the 

free surplus, and $167 million, is 272, and the income tax rebate 

of seven and a half per cent the first year would have been in the 
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neighborhood of $155 million. 

Q But we'fan't spe~d the revenue sharing money without special 
I 

allocation. We can't use it for general. 
,r efr 

VERNE ORR: You can with special allocation by the legisla-

ture, use it for almost anything you want. 

A It is simply up to the legislature to appropriate it. 

Q Governor, in your State of the State message you recommended 

some constitutional changes which would require that the _!.gg~i§.l~j:~~ 

provide revenue sources for it advocates itures. But 

yet in the same State of the State message you made a number of 

recommendations for programs which would cost a great deal of money, 

like expanding the Oroville Dam an1other dams, new geothermal research, 

solar energy research, some changes in the Department of Education 

without suggesting how those could be financed. Well, now, aren't 

you at odds with yourself there? 

A No, everything that was suggest€d there is within the budget. 

And is presently being financed. I intend to pursue and to follow 

up-- I can find that no one h~s givert;a logical answer or any 
/ 

answer at all as to why the t}·;.i.ngs I suggested with regard to taxing 

end spending should not be implemented. No one can suggest any 

reason why a legislator should be able to pass a ~pending measure 

without indicating how the measure was going to be financed. And 

I think for legislators to go on proposing hundreds of millions of dollar 

billions of dollars in spending with no responsibility whatsoever 

for suggesting a method of paying for them is just -- is just 

a ridiculous kind of government. It's what's led to~he present cost 

and size of government. Now, what we have proposed is two things. 

We have proposed a constitutional amendment and I still think it 

is a good one, the Governor has to submit a balanced budget to the 

legislature or submit a budget and a revenue measure with it that 

would make it balanced. The legislature, on the other hand, turns 
( 

around and sends back down tO;the Governor, not just this Governor, 

but any Governor, and has in the past, sends down a budget with 

hundreds of millions of dollars of added spending that puts the 

pud~~t out of balance and provides no tax revenue, and if anything, 

you almost suspect that they wait for the Governor then to pick up 

the responsibility of saying, well, all right, I'll sign that and 

now I'll have to ask you~or a tax increase. I think they ought to 

do the same thing the Governor does. The other thing is a way to 

approach this, and to have some control and in the battle over 



Proposition 1 the legislature repeatedly -- or those legislators 

who were opposed to it, repeatedly said this was a problem 

they c01 ld solve, that they could handle this. Now, I'm saying 

that a legislator with a spending measure should either indicate 

where the money is coming from, in other words, that is is going 

to supplant something else in the present b~dget, or suggest a 

revenue measure to pay for it, and if anyone can show me why that 

msn•t eommon sense, I'd like to know. 

Q Can I have my question back? I didn't mean to ask you 

about that. I asked you about -- and my question was, why didn't you 

do that in the State of the State messa9e? 

geothe~mal research money in the budget. 

I don't see any 

A Oh, yes. The state and the Water Resources Board in connec-

tion with their own state college and universities is engaged in 

research, but the most of tl:e re~~arch is going forward as it properly 

should by the privately owned ut:.·~i·:.:ies in our state, 'hbat are going 

forward with this. The Water Resources Board is right now 

engaged in a study of how much more capacity we might be able to get 

in hydroelectric. I'm sure it isn:t going to be much because we 

have pretty much exhausted that field. 

SQUIRE: Thank you, Governor. 

GOVERNOR REAGAN: But those things are going forward. 

SQUIRE: Thank you, Governor. 

---000---
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(This rough Franscript of the Governor's press conference 

is furnished to the members of the Capitol press corps for their 

convemience only. Because of the need to get mt to the press as 

rapidly as possible after the conference, no corrections are made 

and there is no guaranty of absolute accuracy.) 

---.. 000--.... 

GOVERNOR REAGAN: I have an opening statement, but before 

that, we have in the back of the room once again some visitors, 

a journalism class from the University of California, Berkeley, 

under instructor Richard Reinhardt. Glad to have you here. 

(Whereupon Governor Reagan read press release No. 60.) 

GOVERNOR REAGAN: Bill, It m going to ask you if you'll 

_step up here so they see you and meet you as the new head of this 

drive, _and you ladies and gentlemen have any questions on this 

particular subject, Bill and I will be very happy to answer these. 

I'll leave it to him. 

( MR. LANE: Well, thank you very much, Governor, it is a 

great pleasure for me to serve as chairman and as we are referring 

to it, the new Propos{tion l, which we feel that this ia an 

excellent bond to take to the people. The $90 million that the 

Governor referred to goes back intb local government which not only 

meets the needs of the elderly add the invalid and young people, but 

certainly is very timely with the energy crisis and so for that 

and many other reasons, I feel this is an QXcellent act and I'm 

.. ~~::::r.y proud to be a part of the organization, and I want to thank 

)-;:1.s Governor personally for his very strong suppc:r.:t. Thank you. 

Q Are you able to tell us how much of this -- how much land 

in Lake Tahoe would be purchased? 

GOVERNOR REAGAN: You'd better get back in front of 

that mike. 

MR.. LANE; It varies somewhat. Bill Mott and the 

wonderful people in the State f ~rk organization have made recommenda-

tions, and this is part of the ten million dollars I think you 1 are 

referring to, and there are three pieces of property and it depends 

in part upon how much those pieces of land are going to cost. 
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Bill, do you have a specific answer to that, in terms of numbers 

of acres, if, say, all three were able to be purchased? 

Bll.,L MOTT: No. Not the total acreage, 

BILL LANE: There are three spe-
('~~) 

It will vary somewhat. 

cificAsites, however. I have personally inspected them, ont at 

Nort1,f ake Tahoe, one around Cascade Lake, just south of the Emerald 

Bay, and another one that is - in the southern end of the plateau 

area, down by the South Lake Tahoe airport. There are three 

excellent sites, but the exact determination still has to be made. 

0 Mr. Lane, are you concerned the voters might confuse this 

with the old Prop. l? 

MR. LANE: Yes, I am. I happen to be one W'l o supported 

Proposition 1, or the old Proposition. 1. I am going to do every-

thing I can and so is our committee, to make sure that that 

confusion is minimized, and I certainly look forward to the sppport 

that I hope we would have from you ladies and gentlemen of 

the press,. to be sure that the re is not a confusion on that matter, 

But I anticipate that there may be some. 

Q Where will you operate your headquarters out of? 

MR,. LANE: We will be headquartered. I suppose, in one 

sense where my off ice is, which is sunset Magazine. But we will 

have a northern and southern Cal ifu rnia headquarters for this, and 

hope:fu lly a San Diego and pemps one other. 

Q Where is the Sunset -- where are you? 

MR. LANE: Menlo Park. Tes, sir. 

GOVERNOR REA GAN t Bill, thanks very muchT-

MR. LANE: Thank you very much. 

GOVERNOR REAGAN: for doing it. I'll make one suggest-

ion now. Not the new proposition.i.1, that might sound like it is a 

new version of the old one, the different Proposition 1. 

MR. LANE: Thank you very much, Governor. 

(The following answers were given by Governor Reagan 

unless differentiated.) 

Q Governor, several members of, as it:Jis called, your kitchen 

cabinet, Mr. Tuttle, Mr. Firestone, Mr. Smith, Mr. Packard, have 

endorsed ~he candidacy of Mr. Flournoy for Governor. 

say to you about the dandidacy of Ed Reinecke? 

What does that 

A Well, first of all, let me make something plain. I have 



never used the term ·Kitchen cabinet'. That's one that has been 

coined .. I don't recognize that thee is such a kitc}(en cab(net. 

We have got a pretty fine cabinet here. A few of the names that 

you have mentioned there are men who were personal friends of mine 

for a long time, and yes, they were political supporters, also. But 

I've ncticed in the stories of those men that have already taken a 

position and women, in regard to the candidates for Governor, that 

there are among them many who didn't support me in my first time out. 

so I don't think that there is any block of so-called Reagan 

supporters that go any direction. I think this is in keeping with 

what I announced a few weeks ago, th.at I was going to personally 

""'· / remain neutral, ask all of the staff and the administration here 

to remain neutral in the camEaign, and I urged everyone then to go 

out and choose their candidates and j~st remember that after the 

primary to unite behind one. And I I find nothing surprising 

in this. I think there is going to be -- apparently now has 

come down to a Erimary between Controller Hugh Flournoy and the 

Lieutenant Governor, Ed Reinecke. They both are good friends. 

They are goth good Republicans, and I think that they will -- they 

will have a fine and open primary, aDd the people will make their 

choice. 

Q Governor, my question was, that these men are -- I think 

they have earned the reputation as being astute political activists. 

Now, when they go over to Mr. Flournoy, who hasn't always in the 

past shared their philosophical perspective, my question is, what 

does that say to you about the candidacF of Ed Reinecke who phisa

sophically, it would seem, would be more compatible to these men 

than Mr. Flournoy? 

A Well, I don't feel that I have any answer for that, ~ban 
.,,, / 

to maintain my position that I am going to be absolutely neutral. 

There is no way to answer about a comparison between primary candidates 

without having it being able to be interpreted one way er the other. 

So I just don't feel I can answer your question. I think that 

Republicans, various shadings, are making decisions. I imagine 

there are going to be some that, as they have in the past, are going 

to remain neutral until after the primary. I think some of these 
Ev 

are men who might very easily have been the supporters of ~ 

Younger, the Attorney General, if he had gone for Governor. They 

will support him now for Attorney General, but they have now made 

another choice. And I'm not going to read any signifiaance into 



it at all. 

Q Governor, do you have any decision made on the basis of what 

Republican is best -- best capable of winning in November? 

A Well, you are going to have to ask each individual what 

his eeasons were. And I'm not going to -- to speak for them. 

r•m sure that many people take into account the chances they 

feel that a candidate has. But this would be true then of those who 

are supporting the Lieutenant Governor. 

Q Governor, is there an understanding that Hugh Flournoy will .. ,t· 

support you for th! presidency if, in the event that you do run for 

the pree:Ldency? 

A I have had no conversation with Hug{ Flournoy at all. And 

the only conversation I've had with any of these men is when Holmes 

Tuttle, a long-time personal friend, called me late in the afternoon 

to tell me that he made made a decisionf:o go that way. And I told 

him that• s your -- "That's you:c decision and your choice." 

What afternoon? Q 

Q Governor, almost ev~~:yone else said Ed Reinecke' s candidacy 

is in serious trobble. Do you disagree with that? 

A I'm not going to make any comment at all because I think 

even comments of that kind, one w~y or the other, can be construed 

as having sone meaning with regard to my feelings .. 

Q Weli, Governor, why would Mr. Tuttle ca11fi7ou then and 

tel 1 you what he did? 

A Beaause he's been a very -- we have known each other for 

thirty years, been long-time friends. And I -- Holmes is aware 

that his name has been assoclcted with mine in efforts -- in the 

support of Proposition 1. He supported me in everything I did, 

and he just felt that he wanted me to know that -- the course he was 

'!going to follow. 

Q Do you think he may have called you because it would have been 

expected that he would have supported Lieuten~t Governor Reinecke 

because he was a supporter of you? 

A I didn't ask him anything of the kind. I made my statement 

to you publicly and to all of them, sent copies of my letter to 

Gordon Luce,to all the poeential candidates in all the races of what 

I was going to do about staying neutral, and I've had no conversation. 

Q Governor, when did Holmes Tuttle call you? What day? 
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A You know, I can't remember. 

ED MEESE: I believe it was Tuesday afternoon, Governor. 

A Was it Tuesday afternoon? I can't remember the day. 

All day yesterday I thought yesterday was Tuesday and then I 

remembered I wasn't here Monday. 

0 Governor, what about the trend of some of these people 
/ 

supporting Flournoy and Senator Harmer as sort of a moderate 

conservative ticket? Does that appear: significant to you? 

A No, because I have a hunch you'll find a number of those 

names that I've read them in the -- in the press stories already, 

I think you'll find a number of those names that won't. This so 

I don't think that there is any -- you know, agreement that --

Q Well, would you say if you see any trend developing at 

this point overwhelmingly in favor of one candidate, or do~you think 

it is pretty wide open at this point? 

A As far as I 1 m concerned, it is wide open. 

Q Governor, do you think a Republi~an will win the governor-

ship next year? .._ 

A I certainly think they should, and I'm most hopeful, I think 

they will .. I just would -- I would hate to believe that the things 

that have been accomplished so far might be reversed. 

(Q" When Holmes Tuttle called you, d.id he discuss with you 

at all the possibility of your running for President and what 

his endorsement of Flournoy might mean at that contest? 

A No .. 

Q How, to·the best of your memory did he approach it? 

A Just told me .. 

Q Did he --

A He told me he had finally come to a decision, this is what 

he wa,doing to do, and told me that he was also going to meet with 

Ed because they are good friends and tell him of his decision, and 

that was it. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Governor, are you ;unning for President,? 

What? 

Are you running for President? 

No, I'm running for my life right now. 

Governor, is it true you are going to be spending about a 

week very month on cam -- on making SEeeches out of stat~ from now 
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on, the rest of this year? 

A No 1 it•s turned out that for three months here -- each month 

I had a trip that took me out of state. And this means that I 

will do what I've done for seven years. On the way to and from 

I will then pick up some of the invitations and let me explain what 

I mean by the invitations. And I think this i~rue of a great 

many of us in_ the party, this happens to us. I get invitations 

from governors or party leaders in other states, will I do a fund 

raiser .. Sometimes it is a specific invitation, they say, "We are 

having a fund raiser on "xn .date. Will you come to that fund 

raiser?" Many times I can't accept. Soinetdmes they say , "If you 

ever are in the area, will you let us know in sufficient time that 

we could arrange a fund raiser. Would you be willing to do one?" 

Now, this is what happened on the last triE• I had two engagements 

in Washington, almost a week apart. A.nd it was a case of sitting 

around waiting for the next 0::1e or trying to come back here and 

turn around and go back. And I was able to get in the vicinity 

there in the east, I had som~ of those standby invitations. I 

did four fund raisers, in t'.c;.:;tt interim. Now, the same thing is 

true in these other trips. I have accepted an invitation to appear 

in Dallas, Texas, for a citizen's group that is very effective on 

the whole subject of crime and law enforcement, and I'm going to 

talk about our own task force here and our own plans and what it is 

that we found in our task force. I am going to do some fund raisers 

of this same kind that I did last week. I'm going to do them on the 

way back to California. The third one, in March, happens to be 

the Governor's Conference in Washington. And there I'm going to 

pick up a couple on the way in and I'm going to do two on the way 

back, and that's the reason for the. But so far -- and we have 

scheduled no trips in which I am simply leaving the state to go 

out and do some political chores. I think· as we get into the 

campaign, like a great many other people in my position in other 

states, I will be doing that when I can. I will be accepting 

invitations to go out and help other candidates. 

Q Governor, during your eastern trip you were hosted -- you 

were hosted in the board room of what Spiro Agnew used to call the 

Eastern Establishment Press. ¥ou've been critical_of the J2..ress 

in the past, did you have a message for them or didJhey have a message 
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for you? 

A Well, a mutual friend. r•ve known the newspaper business 

and the publishing field clear back to my sports announcing days. 

And it was also a mutual friend of the Publisher of the New York 
/ 

Times said again, if I was ever in New York, would I let him know 

with enough time, he'd like for me to have lunch with him just to 

get acquainted, and this is exactly what we did. And after they 

screened me and foumout I diln't eat my young and th~orked tail 

dth't show, why, they let me in. We had a very delightful lunch 

and got better acquainted. 

Q Did you have a mess.~ge for them? 

A What? 

Did you have a message for them? 

No, I answered some of their questions about things that 

are going on in California. That was that. 

Q Governor, are you going to cut back on your fund ra!~in2 

.!!!_this state this year? 

A No. 

Q For Republican candidates. 

A No. As a matter of fact, r•ve committed to a number of 

fund raisers to the Central Committee, doing it all through the 

State Central Committee. 

Q Governor, both Governors McCall and Andrus have expressed 

concern about the Air Force's plan to fly a ~inu~emsn.missil~ over 

their states, and this missle will also fly over parts of Calib:nia. 

Do you~hare their concern? 

A No, because -- and maybe because I wanted to say something 

until I I had a chance to have a brie f ing. 

\bile I was in Washington from the Air Force. 

I've had a briefing 

And I was greatly 

pleased with what I learned. First of all, I have to say I agree 

with the necessity for such a firing. This is the principal defense 

weapon of the United States. And it is a gun we have never fired. 

And to leave the fate of tm United States dependent on a weapon 

system, and you don't know whether it will go off when you pull the 

trigger seems to me rather foolhearty. I would think that the 

people would be demanding and would have before this, that such a 

test be fired. But what impressed me in the briefing was the th~r-

oughness of the study that's going forward. We are talking about 
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something that will take place a year from now. And tle Air Force 

is conducting the most thorough study throughout this year that I 

have ever -- ever seen. !~will involve element of risk as compared 

It will involve all the environmental to crossing the street. 

possibilities. And all of us who are concerned, such as the 

governors here in the West Coast, are going to be completely informed 

at every stage cfthms study, you might say, before final decision 

is made. 

Q Why would two governors be opposed --

A We.llt l!lS I say, :·they spoke up evidently before they had 

such a briefing, and I think they just envisioned that somebody 

was just going to go in there and pull the trigger and that was 

that. I have now learned that this is going to be there is 

going to be a year-long study leading up to this. Every possible 

facet of environmental harm, of risk, people or property, everything 

is going to be thoroughly studied, and evaluated by the Air Force, and 

we are going to be kept informed. Now, if something developes in that 

study in which there is reasor§for controversy for concern on the 

part of the western governors as, say, against the Air Force 1 s 

decision or determination to fire it, then is the time to go in on 

the basis of those facts and register a protest. 

Q Are you the only governor that has been given a briefing? 

I don't know whether it •- it is available to the others, 

but I happened to be there. I was going to be in Washington and 

this was another thing, I asked for it. 

Q Governor, you've said a moment ago about something about 
(~,,,,.,,,.,~~,,,,,. ~,,.:r_,.,/f<ll\.) 

crossing the street. Are you saying this11 test firi!B is going to 

be no more dangerous than crossing the street? 

A No, what I'm saying is we hope it won't -- but what I'm 

saying is that when they go into the incidents of risk, they are not 

only going to just come out With some statement, they don't think 

there is any risk. They are going to statistically rate whatever 

element of risk there is, to all the normal things in our daily 

life. Driving to work, flying to Los Angeles, Crossing the street, 

whatever it might be. They are going to -- so that people can see 

actually statistically what is the percentage of possible danger 

compared to all the normal pursuits of our daily life. 

Q A candidate, -- how would you assess the enthusiasm and 
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support of people back in the east on your last trip for the 

possibility of you running for the ~~~~j~e~cy? I'm sure they came 

up to you even if you didn•t bring up the subject yourself. 

A Oh, of course, like any place, there are people that talk 

to you and that say this and express a hope and so forth, but I 

wasn't keeping any ~ally. And I wasn't doing anything except 

appearing at those four fund raisers. 

the trip. 

And that was the purpose of 

0 

A 

Q 

A 

asked? 

Q 

Q 

'fbey expressed a hope for what, Governor? 

What? 

Expressed a hope for what? 

Well, what's the standard question here that was being 

About a possible future candidacy of mine. 

Governor, more 

Governor, what did Admiral Zumwalt have to say about navy 
/ / 

bases in California and their future? 

Well, we know that there is a re-evaluation going on and 

has to be of bases of all k~r.as, milit ___ __,,;;;._~--bases. We, on the other 

hand, had an opportunity to express our concern about some of them 

and I have already received word from the Deputy Secretary of the 

Navy regarding one that was of principal concern to us, over in the 

Bay area. And I have received --just received a message that thae 

are no plans for phasing that out. It gives employment to several 

thousand Californians. 

Q 

A 

Q 

Q 

What was that Bay area base? 

over in Alameda. 

Alameda Naval Air. 

Governor, the Senate says you haven't sent the names of 

your Resources Board appointees, those controversial ones for 

confirmation of -- and they can't act until you send the names to 

them. 

A Have we --

ED MEESE: They should have been. Should be. 

A Should have bee9 if they haven't --

Q Oh. 

A I don•t understand that. we will try to find out why. 

Q Governor, was anything said about the naval base of San 

Francisco? 
vi"'/ / 

Was anything said about closing of the naval base in 

San Fran6i.sco? 



A I can't recall that there were any specifics at that time. 

Everything was under review. 

Q Governor, what was your personal reaction to being the first 

/.dd . . h . h ? man overri en in twenty-eig t years in t e State. 

A Exactly what I saidfoo you. You know, it's about time the 

other shoe fell. I don't think it was very important or earth-

shaking. at all .. And I think it was a very minor thing .. It 

happened to be on a bill that doesn't change anything, in reality. 

It doesn't accomplish anything .. The hospitals weren't going tm be 

closed .. My one concern I've already expressed to you, I think 

that -- I thini( it is poor administration to have it this way. I 

think the legislature -- this opens up the possibilities now of log 

rolling with regard to institutions that are in various legislative 

districts. 

Q Well, it's been suggested that as a lame duck Governor 

you are going to be losing your grip on the legislature and that 

we might be able to see more of these. How would you rate your 

influence with the legi~l~ on this last year? 

A What grip has a Governor had on a legislature that outnurtbers 

him in both houses and has been fighting tooth and nail to stop him 

from doing everything he's ever tried to acjsince he's been here? 

I'm talking through the third person, but I mean me. I don't know 

if th~'s a grip on a legislature, it is a pretty strange one. You 

know, the welfare reforms came about only because the people of 

California finally made the legislature realize they couldn't 

hold out ay longer after they had held out for five months. That 

isn't a governor's grip on the legislatnre. They came to see me 

and frankly said, "We can't take the heat any longer, let's sit down 

and talk. 11 

Q What was said to Sena.(c;r Marks, and why was he called? 

A What? 

What was said to Senator Marks and why was he called on 

thetf override? 

A Well, any time that's going on or any time you are trying 

to get a bill passed, you do what• s -- they term, "working the 

legislature." You call legislators and try to persuade them on a 

course that you'd wish they'd take. But there were no threats made 

to him. There were no threats made to anyone. 
=10-
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that way. 

Q \\Tho wlse was cal.led besides Senator Marks on that bill at 

that time? 

A Well, I imagine-I didn't make them, but I imagine calls 

went to -- to everybody who seemed to be a possible aye vote. 

Q Are you so,ry,: now, Governor, that you called Senator 

Marks? 

A I didn't call him. 

Q I mean are you sorry that he was called? 

A No, not really. 

{Laughter) 

Q Is it true that you said you'd campaign in his district 

for him? 

A What? 

Q Did you say --

A I've ·made no chang~~;G. I campaign for everyone that is a 

Republican nominee. 

Q Governor, in the co:".'.versation was relayed to us -- related to u 

us by Senator Marks, as con.~~-:tmed in essence by Mr .. Meese, what 

was said was, :·..U.You should support the governor in this, or it is 

going to be difficult for him to support you. 11 The bill itself wasn't 

even discussed. What was at stake here, the bill -- the merits 
/'y<f!,~) 

of the bill or your,,, override? 

A Everyone was aware that the bill didn't change anything. 

It didn't suddenly change a plan of ours. The1egislatlre had been 
r' .r 

assured that the hospitals were not going to be closed. And, as 

I say, the -- I felt there were two things franklyJnvolved there. 

I thought one, as I said before, it was bad administration. 

Secon~ly, I think that it further acils to the confusion of a lot 

of people in California who are not aware of the fact that outside 

the boundaties of California this state is recognized world-wide 

as having made the most progress and being farther ahead in the 

treatment of the mentally ill than any place in the world. Our 

national government recognizes that. We have world-wide visitors who 

come here, to study what we are 4oing in this system. And I think 

this was just another case of further confusing the people who --

a great many in California who have some misconception that somehow 

we are practicing economies at the expense; of mental health. And 
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it isn't true. Our budget has gone up tranendously. We are spend-

ing eight times as much on the subsidizing of county ~ 

care clinics. We have 1400 such institutimns in Los Angeles County 

alone.. And a thousand of them are doing a betteryob than we have 

ever been able to do in the state hospitals. Die~ you had your hand 

up or did I get yours? 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

You got me. 

Oh. 

Governor, what is your position on the 

I tell you, I've just noticed that you fellows have a 

new custom here, you have given up hands and the fellow that just 

raises his hands doesn't get called on because somebody else has 

started talking already. 

Q What is your position on the state lottery? 

A My position on the state lottery? I've always been 

opposed. I think in a state -- first of all, I've studied the other 

states, and the other state lotteries. I have batt~rs from New 

York, for example, where every legislator and every committee 

chairman and so forth that had anything to do with that has written 

me, all individually, and in each one of them in some place in his 

letter said, "If I had tt eo do over again, I would vote on it the 

other way. But they are not as successful financially as people 

have been led to believe. But, more than that, I think that a 

state like California ought to be getting its revenues by appealing 

to people's strengths and not their weaknesses. The other thing 

that bothers me about it is I haven't seen any of the proponents of 

ib .. su99est:7.·~bat tax would be reduced, dollar for dollar. If it was 

replaced by a lottery. In other words, it is another tax increase, 

it is getting more money for gobernmert and I think government should 

be getting less. 

Q That means you would not sign that bill under any cireum-

stances if it came to you? 

A I think they are suggesting a thing on the ballot. I 

don't think U have anything to do with signing it or not. 

Q What do yo~think of -- I raised my hand. 

A Yeah. Almost as fast as you started asking. Go ahead .. 

Q What do you think of the Assembly Speaker's proposal to 
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lower from two-thirda"to a majority the vote as *''° change bank and 

corp~ration tax and its pledge to lead an initiative on trere if ·---------
they can't get it through the legislature? 

A Well, I'm opposed, for one reason. I agree with tb~ idea 

that they shouldn't have any consideration more than aiy other tax-

payer. But I believe that we should make it two-thirds vote for any 

tax increase, because I think it should be harder to increase taxes, 

not easier. 

Q Governor, for the past -- for the past year the state has 

been Sacramento and Stockton that its unemployment rates were around 

five per cent. Now, the federal government has come in and told 

us they are really up around seven per cent. Who are we to 

believe? 

A Well, I'm glad you asked that question because that reveals 

the kind of donfusion that is going to follow what I think was a 

ridiculous move by the Labor Department in Washington. They have 

devised a new statistical system for calling unemployment. We 

think we have had a pretty accurate system. Now I can give you the 

example. By our system we: k:1ow that unemployment in January went 

up over December. By the ne' statistfcal system they make it look 

like we have seven and a half, not five and a half per cent, 

unemployment, but under their figures your unemployment goes down. 

Now, we know it went up from December to January, but under their 

new systemfhey're figuring it we went down in amemployment in this 

month. And we know it)isn•t true. But we think a great many people 

are not going to understand and they are going to suddenly, 

particularly in the energy crisis, see unemployment rates suddenly 

of seven and eight per cent. And they are going to think it is an 

increase of that much because they won't recognize that where last 

month our figures showed 5.3 per -- unemployment, under the newly 

adopted system, which we announced today,those figures would have 

been 7.5. Now, what they have done, among other things, is go all 

the way down and include 14 year olds as unemployed. The truth of 

the matter is the federal system for declaring unemployed is nothing 

more than a mottery itself. They make 50,000 periodically 50,000 

phone calls to households in the United States and ask them if they 

got anybody there that wants work. Now, if yo~ot a 14 year old 

kid going to school, and mama wants to say, 11Yeah, I wish he did have 

a job after school," ban~, he's now unemployed .. And I have used 

this figure before. SWeden, where, being socialist, they have an 

accurate count Of the unemploved. know eX;:lCt:lv hew m::anv ne:>nn't e:> ::.r.:o nnr 



of work -- Sweden, a few years ago, used the American system as 

an experiment and found that their actual unemplo~ent of 46,000 went 

up to 137,000 under the American system. And we are in disagreement 

with this shift to this new method. But we are a little confused. 

We don't understand it and we particularly don't understand it 

because apparently Washington, for tl'e national level, is going to 

continue to use the old figures. And this one•s got us really 

spinning. So, it is bureaucracy at its worst. 

Q 
/ ,,. 

Governor, what's your view of the propriety of Bob Moretti 
/ / / 

remaining as .2-;!tU~.kE;F while he's out running for Governor? 

A Well, that's a legislative matter. There is no question 

but that he gets advantage of a position and the risk is there of 

the use of state funds by way of staff and so forth, involved in 

the campaign. But this, I think, is something for his primary 

opponents and others to -- to bring up and cal 1 to people's attention. 

Q Well, if you were Speaker of the Assembly and you were 

running for Governor, what would ya~ do? 

A That's a hypothetical question, because I can't conceive 

of ever being Speaker of the Assembly. 

(Laughter) 

A I know, I say it is a hypothetical question and I don't go 

for hypothetical answers. 

Q Governor, do you welcome the possibiligy of Jesse unr'Gh coming 

back to the Assembly? 

A Well, I got to tel~you, in the last year or so I've missed 

him more than I thought I would. 

Q Governor, just on the point, on clarification. On the 

response to the question on would you campaign for Senator Marks, 

you said that you -- you made no changes and you'd campaigh for 

every Republican or every ReP-ublica~ nominee. 

A Well, when you do that you can•t actually personally 

get into tha.t. Let me say, I've gone to the aid of every Republican 

nominee wben~ver I could and I have no intention of changing that --

that plan .. ! bel:.0ve ~··~1e B.;. ~te •11ould be in better hands if we had 

a Republican majority. 

Q Governor, last nig11t your p2:ropoeal"'to change the 

~lusi9ns~Y.rul~ died in the Senate without coming to a vote, 

Senator Lagomarsino 1 s bill. Do you plan to take that up to the 

legislature again this year in some form or another? 

A Well, I have encouraqed them. ves, to keep trvinq on that 



and I. certainly inte .. to keep trying myself, be-ause I think there 

is wide public acceptance for it. And I think this is another 

example of legislative leadership that is out of tune with the 
is 

people's thinking. I just think that if somebody/stopped for going 

through a red light and he's got a bucket of heroin on the front 

eaat, there is something pretty ridiculous about some rule that says 

he can't introduce that bucket of heroin in court, all he can do is 

give a ticket for going through a red light. 

Q Yesterday, in a follow-up question, Senator Moscone said 

that if that bill were passed it would -- would be all right for 

peop~e to break into the Ellsbarg psychiatrist's office. 

A No, it wouldn't, and that is a complete.distortion, and 

Senator Moscone must know better than that. He was -- there is 

nothing of the kind. Nothing endangers -- what we are really 

trying to do is put two letters back into the application -- or 

in the constitution, U N, unr8asonable search and seizure. And 

this is what we are supposed to be protected against. And what we 

are actually doing urrl er t'hir.1 exclusion rule is protecting a 
,r 

some possible criminals aga!::ot reasonable search and seizure.. The 

great diaper case is the classic example. A nine-month old baby, 

they found the heroin in the baby's diapers, and the judge ruled that 

the ninemonth old baby had not given permission for a violation 

of its constitutional rights. 

Q Governor, your example of a policeman finding a bucket 

of heroin on the front seat of a car when he stops a speeder, is 

that an actual example that you are citing, or is that -- was that 

A Yes, yes, we have had -- we have had actual examples of that. 

We have had several times examples of -- of weapons in cars that 

could lead to the belief that -- there might have been involvement 

in a crime of violence, and so forth. And the exclusionary rule 

has made all of that. The list of horror stories of cases that 

have been thrown out -- now all our change is based on is the 

opinion that was given by Chief Justice Berger of the United States 

supreme Court and Chief Justice Berger said that this :rule had 

been abused, and what still is required is the warrant for a seai--ch, 

but if in the seuaching you find something beyond what you were 

looking for, but that is evidence of a crime, that this can be 

introduced in evidence. At the same time what we do, and that 

we don't have today, is we give the citizen whose rights might have 
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been violated -• say, :f a policeman harged in w. hout the warrant, 

we give the citizen now redress that he can sue and government must 

provide the legal counsel for him to sue for damages. So that he 

gets his damages. And certainly law enforcement is going to be 

constrained to oeey the constitution rather than constantly being 

taken into court in lawsuits, and at the same time you don't hQve to 

throw out evidence of a real crime. 

Q Governor, how well did you like the President's State of 

tne Unio~ mess~, and what do you think it is going to do for him 

to weather the sough times ahead? 

A Well, I -- you realize now you can't talk in specifics on 

the legislative proposals bec~use those are contained in the longer 

report which we will have to wait and see what wasf-nvolved. In 

the spoken address, I thought that it certainly should have cleared 

the air on a number of thin;r s. I thought the effect -- it was 

apparent that for a great mauy people there it did. And I would 

hope now that on.top of that that the President would continue to 

make himself available now to the press in more frequent press 

conferences so that the peop:e could have a chance to see the 

questions and their answers on the various issues. I frankly 

thought it was fine and I thought that his closing -- it was 

impossible for him to make that speech and not dit~suss Wat~rgat~.,1 

and I thought he did it very forthrightly, and I hope that the 

that the issue will be resolved, as he asked. I hope that we will 

make the decision, and, as he said, punish the guilty and acknowledge 

the innocent. 

Q 

Q 

Q 

Govemor 

On another subject 

On that same subject. 
,,, 

Governor, how can the President 

expect to have the air cleared if he, as he did in his State of the 

Union address, he would volunteer no more information on any of the 

questions that are being raised in connection with the scandal? Now .• 

how do you cleaf the air by keeping the door closed? 

A No, I understand that he said he would cooperate with the 

committee of the Congress that is doing the irwestigation -- the 

Judiciary committee1 that he would make available and had made 

available to them all the information that was peetinent to the case, 

and the only reservation he held back on was -- and I think had to, 

that he could not suddenly open up the entire presidential files for 

hunting expeditions, and I don't think anyone would expect him to. 



This is a tradition. He didn't start it. It started with Thomas 

Jefferson'and has been going on for a long time. 

Q Governor, what•s your opinion of the President's income 

maintenance or negative inc~~~ ta~ plans he's coming up before --

A Well, I don't know the plan. I know that I was in favor 

of what he s~id about philosophy when he said that he did not believe 

we should have a "!{elfar~~plan, that it made it more advantageous 

to not 'WO rk th an to work. And this is the very basis of our 

reforms. I have to feel that Cap Weinberger, in there as secretary, 

together with the other people, Jim Dwight and Bob Carlson, and these 

other people he has hired with this real push forward he has made, 

and some of our reforms and the changes he'd made back there 

I don't think it is a revival at all of the family assistance plan. 

I know tmre was a leak to the press that might be forthcoming, 

but all of the evidence r•ve had is that -- that's not true. 

Q Governor, have you given the final o. K. now to the plans 
/ 

for the new mansion and what do you think of the bill passed by 

the Assembly to shrlt the loccit'ion again~owntown? 
A Well, I think they are foolish. I think this sbotild be 

a residence. I think they have got to contemplate that the person 

that's going to occupy that residence, and it won't be me, as you 

well know, is very likely going to have a family. And many of the 

men who arefrunning for Governor now have younger children. I had 

the experience of living for a while in the old residence here down 

in the downtown section and with an eight year old who came ho~rom 

school and what did he do, and where did he go? And the same is 

true with the site they have downtown here. It is like living 

in an office building. And the residential site has been picked, it · 

has been donated to the state for this purpose. The plans are 

going forward and I hope that we are in construction by August or 

September onthis new residence. Mery beautiful plans have been 

adopted and they are j9st now being submitted. The preliminary 

plans¥ and the estimates, and from there, if approved by the committee,, 

they will go forward with the w~rking plans. 

Q 

A 

Have youjapproved -- you have given your approval to it? 

Yes. I thought they were lovely. As a matter of fact, 

it is a good thing they didn't show them to me before I made my 

decision about not running. 
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Q 

A 

Q 

A 

/ ,.,, 
Governor, if that bill reached your desk would you veto it? 

What? 

The bill moving the site downtown. 

Well, I've always said that I woulch 't I wouldn't comment 

on a veto, but let me just answer it this way, you know I don't want 

to break my rule about saying I will or I will not veto. 

You've done it before. 

A Let me just say I am unalterably opposed to this idea of 

down here in the office complex establishing a residence that is 

actually part office building and part residence, because these 

have been -- all the previous pf ans for a residence for the governor 
·' have been like a white house where you live upstairs over the store. 

Q Governor, this is one supplemental question. What do you 

think of the idea to construct a separate exe~u~!di~g for the 
/ 

executive and leave the legiHlature in this buildihng, instead of build-

. / 1 . 1 . b . 1 -< ? ing a new egis ative ui aing. 

A Well, I'm in favor of expanding the space that the l§gisla-
building 

turfeeds, either in this r.3't1' wing or L1/a building for staff and 

some of their functions tha': will take care o(their space needs, but 

maintaining the old wing, the old Capitol, restoring it and maintain

ing it as the Capitol Now, I don't know, I hav~ound it very 

convefilient many times to be in the same building with the legislators. 

~here come times when they are up and down stairs to you, constantly, 

when caucuses are held --- w~ll come budget time I've been 

:t:i that office until four o'clock in the morning, when the legislature 

w2s discussing the budget before the deadline, when they stopped the 

clock. And there might be quite a contest of -- as to who had to 

get out in the rain and cross the street for meetings of that kind 

if the governor was across the street somewhere. 

SQU:;:RE: Thank you, Governor. 

Q Do I understand you to say that you think 1600 Pennsylvania 

Avenue is a lousy place to brl ng up children? 

A I told the Alfalfa Club that I thought a new residence 

should b~ built, just west of the present location~ about 3,000 miles 

west, in California. 

SQUIRE: Thank you, Governor. 

---000---
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PRESS CONFERENCE OF GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN 

HELD FEBRUARY 21, 1974 

Reported by: 

Beverly D. Toms 

(This rough transcript of the Governor's press conference 

is for the members of the Capitol press corps for their convenience 

only. Because of the need to get it to the press as rapidly as 

possible, no corrections are made and there is no guaranty of 

absolute accuracy.) 

-----000.-.. ~ 

GOVERNOR REAGAN: I have an opening statement today. 

(Whereupon Governor Reagan read press release No. 116) 

Q Mr. Rank, how many jobs will you think you are finding 

using these four techniques? 

MR. RANK: There will be about --

GOVERNOR REAGAN: Better move over here, those fellows 

will be unhappy. 

MR. RANK: There will be an additional 35 to 40 

thousand new jobs available through the Employment Development 

Department offices, through the three methods described there. 

The fourth general area that of the retired executive's assistance 

to failing businesses, we have a potential of 20,000 people -

jobs saved for them. 

GOVERNOR REAGAN: Anything else on this subject? 

Q Yes, Governor, who are you going to appoint as the 

Directof of the ~eloiment J?.,~veloem~ntMDepartment? 

A 

made. 

Q 

A 

on it? 

VOICE: We will have something coming up. 

We will have an aonouncement on that and final decision 

Today? 

VOICE: Yes. 

Will it he today? Yeah. Anyone else with any questions 

Well, all right. I thmnk you might be interested to koow, 

though, that California in this regard, jobs and what we have done, 

has been -- this department has been very effective. Last year 

they found jobs for approximately 275,000 people, and our community 

work experiment that we have been conducting in those 35 counties, 

California last year put 57,000 people directly from Welfare into 



private employment. And so far in the first six months of this 

year we have put 39,000 from that program alone -- I might say I'm 

wrong1 the 275,000 is not a year, 275,000 was in the first six months 

of this year. That •s right. Correction. 

Q Governor, do you have any comment on the Michigan election? 

A Well, disappointed, of course. Nothing mare than that. 

Sorry it turned out that way. Sorry that mor~eople didn't turn 

out to vote. 

Q Governor, in view of the continuing Watergate scenario and 

new disclosures, indictments, trials, the Michigan election as , 
Dick mentioned, do you think it is expedient for Republicans to 

_canpaisn defe'6ding the rec6rd of Richard Nixcfn? 

A Well, I think that -- we certainly have a right to point 

out th~ccomplishments of this administration, and the changes that 

have taken place under this admin~stration. It is my understanding 

that the Republican candidate did not in any way refer to that 

record in:.his campaign. 

Q But the Democratic candidate did. 

A Well, the Democratic candidate, I think, was rather 

demagogic and ran on nothing except the basis that anyone who is 

running on the Republican side is somehow guilty of Watergate. And 

I think that is pure memagoguery and it is an awful lot of hypocrisy. 

Q Would you say then of the Republicans, if they are not at 

least defending the President's record that they in other words 

if they are not attacking the Pre$ident's record that they should 

disassocM::.m themselves and run on their own? 

A Well, that's up to every candidate to make his decision on 

how he thinks he mould run and what -- what he's going to do. 

never found it necessary to run away from the fact that there is 
/ 

a relaxing of tensions in the wo'I/d1 that there have been sore of 

I've 

the boldest and most imaginative and innovative steps ta~en in the 
/'~~<11"1) 

field of international affairs under this administrat,!s>E.' that 

we have known in the last four decades. I think the fact that 

this country could bring ceasefire in the Middle East, and I thimk 

we have to be given credit for that -- I think the fact that for 

the first time that either side has ever retreated one inch from 

the territory, that it has taken place under the -- under this --

the auspices of this -- of this country. We have secured that. 
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The talks go forwa. now, leading hopefully to a permanent peace. 

And this is just one thing along. And I don't think that we should 

shut our eyes to these things. I think we have accomplished a 

great deal. 

Q Governor, you were quoted earlier in the week as saying 

that the outcome of the Mich_iga:Il,. election was due more to vo·:::er 

apathy than to anti-iepublican sentiment. 

A No, I never u:ed the word "apathy". It is far more -- I · · 

think, dangerous than that. I criticize the fact that there was 

such a low turnout. And I said that if this is going to be the 

effect of Watergate, that many people instead of taking one side 

or the other simply are going to stand back and say, 11('e won 1 t 

participate at all," then we are going to be in a bad way. We are 

going to have government by a minority of the people, a small 

minority of the people, instead of government by the people. 

Q Governor, this -·· :!.t:i this officially rescinding your 

statement that you weren't gr,,,ing to comment on out-of-state issues? 

What 1 s th at? 

Q From now on we ca~ talk about international and national 

issues? You had a statemer.3: a few months ago that you weren't 

going to talk about anything except state issues. 

ing that? 

Are you rescind-

A This is because you fellows came in talking like Johnny 

one-notec1 you wouldn't talk about anything about California .. 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

You wouldn't talk about anything but California? 

That 's right. 

Now you are wi&ling 

I answered these questions and I don't think this is 

getting into the same tone of questioning that you fellows were 

using back there for a while, back where you wanted me to set 

myself up as an authority on the case. 

Q Governor, the Lieutenant Governor's current problems 

i~ the ITT c:se, do you see that in any way as a reflection back 

on you because you appointed him? 

A No, and I don't see it as a reflection on him. Here 

again, it -- there seems to be a difference d! opinion abut when 

some meetin~s took place, or when some phone calls were made. And 

I've seen no evidence of wrong-doing on his part. But, no, I 

appointed a man who has done a good job as Lieutenant Governor. 

Been a fine Lieutenant Governor, a great many people have agreed 



Q Has he talked with you specifically about the case and 

what's going on in Washington? Has he told you that he's 

innocent of any wrongdoing personally? 

A Well, I have understood from the beginninq the whole thing 

that --came out from his testimony in Washington, and came back here 

and checked his own schedule and records and found out that he 

himself had made a mistake as to the trips when he was in Washington. 

And 

0 Has he personally assured you of that? 

A Yes. Yeah. 

Q Governor, how do youpustify to the citizens of this 

state your taking a week off every month or so to _..,. to go 

and campaign and make political s~eeche~ out of state when you are 

on a full-time salary from the state? 

Well, I don't take a week off to go and campaign and do 

full-time campaigning chores wh~n I'm out of the state. I haven\t 

changed anything, really, that t'ilan what I have ever done~· 

And as I have often explained, it is true that you are the head of 

your party and you are within the state as well holding this public 

office, and it is recognized, the fact that other people from other 

states come here and aid tn party chores for both parties, just as I 

in turn go there. But ehese bile not been junkets of that kind, 

and it's been a slight distortion on the part of some of you to 

paint them as that. They have been tied every time to what I felt 

was a legitimate errand~ Now I had two legitimate reasons for 

being in Washington, a few days apart. In those few days, which 

were not enough to permit coming back tcthefoast, I did perform 

those party chores in between, concluded the business in Washington 

and came home. The last trip was with regard to an invitation 

to DaUas, Texas, and something that I think I made a contribution 

was to their crime commission. It was with regard to our own 

findings here and our crime report, and I took a coup~e of days 

on the way back and did sone party chores on the way back. A 

number of these trips you will find take place also involve week-

ends, which I think I am entitled to. The third trip which you 

are talking about is coming up, the bulk of that trip is in Washin-

ton, D. c. to a National Governor's Conference. Now, I would be· 

going to that, and I would be goinq to that in connection with 

my job as Governor. And I am going to do a fJJDd 17aiser on the way 



in and I'm going to do ~ fund raiser on the way back. 

Q Don't -- doin~ these fund raisers actually make it for 

a longer trip, you would be back sooner if you didn't have to stop? 

A An~sometimes they all add week-end~,days, aleo. 

Q What -- just one other thing, do you expect this will 

continue for the rest of the year, with this rate? 

expect to do what you ar~ doing now? 

Would you 

A Oh, no. No, no, because as we get into our -- our own 

campaign, I'm going to ba doing what I'll try to do to help the party 

in the state. 

Q You were critical of the use by Speaker Moretti of state 

paid employees for political purposes on Proposition 1 campaign. 

Apparently there are some sta=f members in your office, security 

and other members who ar~ doing advance work an:J accompanying you 

on these political junketsf f~na raising efforts for the Republican 

party. How is that d.ffferent from Speaker Moretti's use of his 

employees and secondly, how much hast his amounted to? 

A Well, first of ail, secu'f.i ty is: an around-the,-clock and 

around-the calendar. That~ s a part of the job. And I have no con-

trol of that and wherever I am and whether it is on vacation or on 

a week-end or anything else, that goes on. And I think that is 

customary and anyone else in this position would have the same 
/ / 

situation. Now, as to taking aides along on these trips, again 

I can't -- I can't separate myself and say, "I'm not Governor," 

and I take a minimum along and the only and they are there to 

help me keep liaison, such as while I'm at the Governor's Conference, 

with the state, with the things that are going on here. And I 

think that's in keeping with the job because I'm still Governor, 

no matter where I am. 

Q Yes, Governor, but some of these men, the security, why 

shouldn't their salaries b@ paid by the Republican party when 

their efforts are devoted to protecting you in a fund-raiser? 

A Will you explain the details on this? 

ED MEESE: all the expenses related t~hose trips are 

paid. 

Q How about the salaries? 

ED MEESE: Salaries are not because they'd be working 

wherever they were. 

-s .. 



Q They wouJ.dn't be working on the same thing, would they? 

ED MEESE: Yes, protecting the Governor. 

A Oh, yes, same people would be assigned, no change in 

that. '19hat's what I mean, around the clock, and around tre calendar. 

This particular position is -- has that kind of security. 

Q Paid by whom? 

ED MEESE: The expenses are paid by whatever the event 

is that the Governor -- ~olitic~l event the Governor is involved 

in. 

A May I just add one thing. And there is no corrp arison 

between the -- what we think was an evasion of the campaign account-

ing laws of Proposition 1, and the use of full-time staff while 

they were here supposedly performing their legislative duties. 

There is'% comparison .. And we have been scrupulously overzealous, 

in anything, in mnsuring that there is nothing that is dumped on 

the taxpayers in this state. 

() Governor, new subject. Governor, what importance do you 

attach to the outcome of the s9~cia). electi~nmcoming up in the 

13th State Senatorial District? 

A 

Q 

A 

Well --

Excuse me, Conqressional District. 
~~ 

Congressional District. Well, the importance I attach 

to it is that we hope we can win it. We recxegnize that it is 

like every -- practically every other district in the state, it 

is -- we are outnumbered. We are the minority party and we hope 

that we ccn retain that seat. 

Q If the party loses -- excuse me, Governor, if the party 

loses that sea~ how would you interpret that? 

A Well, let's talk about that when we see what happens. 

0 Governor, the Attorney General's office issued an opinion 

yesterday say@ng that the cam2aig~ cm.tributjgp laws of San Diego, 
ci,,,/1111 

San Francisco, ~ Vista, and the County of San Diego, are all 

unenforcable because the State has preempted the field and that 
.. 

therefore the cities cannot say that there is a maximum amount 
£ , 

of money that you can contribute to a local campaign. Do you 

have any reaction tcf'that in light of your frequent statements that 

there should be locaf control? 

A Well, you just -- this is thefirst time that I've heard 

about it and I'm not going to comment on a legal opinion, not being 

a lawyer myself until I find out what it is based on, what the law 



is. It is true there are many areas that the state has preempted 

for local government. Some of those I may agree with and some I 

may disagree with. 

Q Governor, would you comment on the latest event in the 

Hearst kidnapping, this demand for $4 million dollars? 

A No, this is -- this is a subject again where I repeat 

what I've said before, this is too sensitive to -- for me to make 

any oo mne nt on this. There is only one concern that I think all of 

us ha~e, we want that young lady returned safety. 

fellow way in the back row there. 

There is a young 

Q Governor, you've been asked by the makers of a movie in 
th€ 

Oroville, called/Klansman, to appear in that movie. Do you have 

any comment and do you plan on appearing in it? 

A First of all, I have read in the papers and heard on the 

air that I have been asked to appear in that movie. No one's asked 

me and I think that all of you have cooperated in giving a very 

bright young public relationr, man the attention that he wanted for 

the pict.re. 1 And, no, I hc·;,··,:.;n 't been aoked and no, 1 m not going 

to play in that or any oth c:c Eicture. 

Q Governor, you met with Assemblyman Charles Warren yesterday 

What did you agree on? 

A Well, we are continuing to talk, we ha·'ii·1..: been talking 

for sometime. The only thing we are agreed on is we all want 

to -- a bill that we can all be happy with and that will do the 

job, and there are certain points of difference between us and the 

negotiations are con -- the conferences are going to go forward 

on trying to minimize those and arrive at something that I will 

support. 

Q Do you take a personal part in the negotiation? 

A No. 

Q What are your maan areas of disagreement right now? 

A I'd rather not talk while we are still in the discussion 

on this. I don 1 t want to do anything that will prejudice it or 

make it difficult for those who are going to be trying to iron out the 

differences, but I don't think they ar~too tremendous. 

Q On a related subject, the gasoline situation, particularly 

in southern California, it is pretty grim, and you do have a con

' tingency rationing plan before you. Do yourave any immediate 

plans to try to implement some sort of a system to relieve the 

pressure of -- in southern California? 



A Well, w( lave that contingency plan as you know, and 

we are monitoring daily as to whether it is going to be required 

or not. We know that the County Board of Supervisors in Los 

Angeles County has discussed doing something of their own on a 

local basis. And this might -- this might be called for more than 

a statewide plan because a statewide plan affects the whole state and 

there are many areas in the state where there's no problem. The 

thing again, and I -- I wish t~at you cculd all help in this. 

This panic buying, there is absolutely no reason for it. An~t 

has been caused and created by nothing but gossip and rumor and 

the thought that maybe there is going to be some kind of nationing. 

Now, rationing has never been considered by us. Rationing is 

not a part of the p1J. an. The contingency plan even. But the 

talk of that literally started the panic buying. The situation is, 

as I explained it the other day, Californians have 80 per cEn t for 

their use, for their personal use, of all the gas they ever had 

before there was an energ~ shor!age. It just seems that with a 

little care, a little attention to th'9peed limit and the elimination 

of some useless trips and doubling up here and there that it isn't 

too difficult to eliminate one out of the five miles of travel, and 

that's all they have to do. And the ~- this thing of lining up 

and waiting for hours to top off a gas tank with a gallon and a half 

of gasoline is just sheer panic and it is ridiculous. 

Q It is a big area, and the re are many dri" 1ers there, 

probably more than the rest of the state. Why are you so hesitant 

to use that plan? 

A Well, as I say, we are -- we are monitoring this plan and 

we will put it into effect if we believe that this plan can be of 

help, resolve the issue. There was a big panic over the long week-

end. Now we are monitoring to seeyhether this is -- being 

alleviated as people are finding out that they can get gas. And, 

as I say, if the people understand the facts, if they understand 

that there is no threat to this andit is not going to be reduced, 

and it is there and it is 80 per cent, approximately, available, 

to them of everything they ever had, it is a little bit like the 

th6:tmostats and turning down the lights. Just aJittle effort can 

actually reduce the amount of gas that people are using. 

Q You say there is no need for that plan now? 

A Well, as I say, we are monitoring to make sure and find 

out. After all, that plan has not been a raging success in a number 



·o Governor, ~he panic is brought on to d large extent by 

the fact that there are not many service stations open. Over the 

week-end a very small percentage. There may be 80 per cent gas 

available, but maybe 85 per cent of the stations are shut down. 

A No, but the panic buying is draining gas stations of their 

allocation and they rush in and finally the station has to close. 

We think that -- if people -- they didn't have to have it last 

month, there was no panic buying and everyone seemed to be getting 

all the gas they needed, and occasionally stations closed, there 

was no real hardship , and we had the same amount of gas we had then. 

Believe me when I tell you that this whole rush and panic buying 

started with the first newspaper releases that we were considering 

and would have abailable a contingency plan if it became necessary, 

and suddenly this was interprated by the people as rationing and 

that they weren't going to be able to get the gas. The same 

thing as the erroneous sto:r:iE::s that the state3 that got extra 

allocation were going to take it away from the states that already 

had it. And this is not tr~e. This was not taken from any other 

state. 

Q Governor, yesterday I understand you called Senator Jack 
, / 

Schrade into your office and told him you were goingj:o veto 
.,r'' 

the first bill that you ever vetoed of his during your admimmstra~ 

tion because of a fight between subcontractors and contractors, 

as I understand it. Can you tell -- 9an you relate that conversa -

tion and why you are vetoing the Schrade bill? 

is on~ts way. 

The press release 

A The veto message is on its way. The whole thing evolved 

not around the bill itself, which was a very good bill and one 

which would -- could have been signed very easily, but about a 

last-minute amendment that was put onto the bill without having 

any consideration by committees, and it just didn't belong tn that 

bill. 

Q What was that amendment? 

A It was an amendment 

ED MEESE: Related to subcontrators listing 

A about listing the subcontracbors on -- on public 

contracts. 

Q Governor, to go back to the gas situation, just briefly, do 
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/, 
you think gas sta~ in owners are justified in Jreatening to 

close down if they don't get increased costs for --

A I think this is an offshoot of the same thing. If you 

are asking about the price situation, I made my position clear many 

times. I wish that they would leave this to the marketplace. 

I wish that we would end ~age an~rice control.!~ I think that there 

would be an upsurge of prices on a number of things, very temporary, 

an~then I think the marketplace would take care 05that. 

would seek and find its own level on a lower level. 

And it 

Q Do you think it is proper for them to threaten to close down 

if they don't get their prices? 

A Well, I wish they wouldn't. I don't think we have 

accomplished anything with those kind of -- o~actions. I think this 

is a time for -- some patience and some common sense and for people 

to have a little good will and try and resolve their problems. 

Q Governor, back to my qu~stion, a second. Are you taking 

sides here with the electrical subcontractors over the general 
/ ,/ 

a:ntractors on the Schrade bill? ...__,,..,.., __ 
A No, I'm just doing what I think I have to do about an 

amendment that should have gone through the committee process and 

been ddequately considered, and it was a last-minute thing that 

changed the tenure of a bill. 

Q Governor, what is the policy of your administration 

regarding proposals such as that made last week by Alan Post to 
/ merge all the environment relates boards, air, water, solid waste, 

into one super board? Do you go for something like that or do 

you think they should be -- should shay as individual entities? 

A Well, I can't say that we have had any great study or 

research on that proposal as yet. It is something to be looked at 

and something to be studied. 

Q Just parenthetically, it also moved to upgrade individuals 

of the Air Resources Board into a full-time, full-paid term .eE,Point-

ment board. As the water board. 

A Well, I haven't -- I don't think we have had any discussion 

on that as yet .. 

Q Governor, we have what appears on first reports another 

1 . · l k'a · · I ~ 1tic:~. 1 napp1Ar;,9 in Atlanta.. Are you concerned at all we 

might be seeing a new type of technique that governments are going 

to have to deal with? 

-10-



A Well, I think this is a concern you always have with any 

crime that gets a great deal of attention. We have known that 

that it just seems to be the nature of crime that imitators 

spring up and that those crimes are imitated. Particularly 

when one receives the attention that this one ls naturally receiving. 

But this has been true as long as there has been crime. It gives 

somebody else an idea; of course, it is a matter of concern. 

Q But this technique has been used quite extensively in other 

countrtes, for politifal purP'~ses. 
Yeah. 

0 Is the state doing anything? Are you at all concerned 

that thms mi.ght become something that we will see much more of? 

Well, all I can s2y is we are continuing to stay in touch 

with our own problem here, in touch with the law enforcement offices 

who have the jurisdiction 0\.1er this. But --

Q How close is the contact between your office and the FBI 

on the Hearst case? 

A Well, we have a liaison with Gvery level of law enforce-

ment. Can't go beyond th~t. 

Q Governor, have:you talked with Mr. Hear~ yourself just 

to offer him your assurances? 

A Yes. 

Q When was that? 
,. Thiw was ---my goodness. it's probably been a week or so 

ago .. 

Q You talked to him ~ust the one time? 

p.. Yes. 

Q What was discussed, Governor, can you relate that? 

A Just have him my -- told him my regrets and my sympathy 

and that a great many of us were praying that she wuld be safely 

returned. 

Q Governor, I'm still trying to get a full answer to this 

this question. This last-minute amendment that you d:kh't like, 

would you say that -- are you saying that Senator Schrade or the 

contractors -- someone did something that was wrong or untoward and 

A No, I'm just saying that an amendment made thebill 

unacceptable and it was adopted without the legislative process, 

and --

SQUIRE: Any more questions? 
, , 



Q Yes. r~k on the Lieutenant Gover ·· r. If there is an ---- ~ 

indictment, do you think he should resign? 

affair. 

Resulting from the ITT 

A Well, again, those are things-1:'m not going to comment on 

hypothetical things of that kind. 

Q Governor, there is a Revenue and Taxation Senate•passed 

bill extending the impo~tion of~the one cent increase in the sales ,.... 
/ 

,,,.,. 
tax for another six months. Is there any chance there will be 

enough money in the budget, you know, you are going to look that over, 

whether that coula take place? 

A No. It does make me realize that I advised arrl suggested 

to the legislature when they did this the first time, they should 

have made it a half a cent for a year instead of a penny for six 

months and they absolutely would not listen to it. But I've seen 

no suggestion as to where the mo~ey is going to come from, another 

$320 million dollars. 

Q You don't think -- they talked about an increase in~·the 

oi( revenues offsetting that. Do you see any hope there? 

No. 

Q Tidelands oil .. 

A No, all -- I think that -- I think the wieest thing for 

the State to consider the oil revenues that tre state gets, I think 

has they have to accept those as capital. That those are not 

like a tax that's an ongoing source of revenue, and that the state 

ought to be very careful to see that those are spent not for ongoing 

programs, but ?rP Bpent for basically capital expenditures. 

SQUIRE: Thank you, Governor. 

---000---
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